Using Challenging Plurals

Directions: Choose words from the word bank and write their plural forms on the blanks to complete the sentences.

Word Bank: crisis  datum  cactus  pimento  
            kilo  vertebra  diagnosis

1. You can find different kinds of _____________ growing in the desert.

2. While on our hike, we discovered several _____________ from wild animals.

3. Shanna was always late to our game because she usually had various kinds of _____________ with something or another.

4. We took our dog to several vets because we wanted to get a variety of _____________.

5. Emerson and Jakob collected all the _____________ they could find on prehistoric mammals.

6. How many _____________ does this bag of fruit weigh?

7. Shelby insisted that we get the olives with the _____________ instead of the garlic.